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K-Ar Dating of Kimpo Volcano, Northern Ryukyu Arc

Kiyoshi TOSHIDA�, Kozo UTO��and Akikazu MATSUMOTO���

Kimpo volcano is a distinct volcano in central Kyushu, western Japan, and is located -* km west of the active
volcanic front of Ryukyu arc. In order to determine the growth history of the volcano, systematic K-Ar dating

has been performed.

The activity of Kimpo volcano has been divided into three stages. The oldest activity formed the andesitic

stratovolcano in the southern part (Older stage). Six ages are concentrated between +.-2 and +.+/Ma. The

horseshoe shaped caldera was formed before the middle stage activity. The middle stage activity formed the

andesitic volcano in the northern part (Sannotake-Ninotake). Ages between *./2 and *./*Ma are obtained from
six samples. The youngest activity formed a dacite lava dome (Ichinotake), which is located within the caldera

of the first stage activity. Two samples gave consistent ages of *.,Ma.
The total duration of the volcanism at Kimpo volcano exceeds one million years. However, long periods of

repose existed between each active stage : about 0**,*** years between the first and the second stages, and about
-**,*** years between the second and the third stages. These inactive periods are much longer than the durations

of volcanic activities of each stage. It is therefore important to determine the duration of each active and inactive

period of the volcanoes that have longer than a few thousand years of growth history.
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